We have developed a simple general-purpose coupler "Scup" (Simple coupler) which is usable in earth system modeling with flexible coupling among component models, such as atmosphere and ocean general circulation models and chemical transport models. library, which contributes to good portability of Scup.
of which has its own excellent features.
On the other hand, for the earth system model being developed at MRI, functions, such as: However, no coupler among the above-mentioned ones has all of these functions and features. Moreover, since they are large-scale software programs, it will be hard work for us to make them executable in our computing environment and add some functions necessary for our purposes.
Therefore, we have considered that it is more practical to develop a new simple general-purpose coupler "Scup" (Simple coupler) with necessary functions and preferable features for the MRI earth system model. 
Functions and features of Scup
Scup has necessary functions and preferable features for the MRI earth system model as follows. We expect that the following points are useful not only for the MRI earth system model but also for other earth system models and other kinds of model coupling such as coupling between global and regional models. (4) Scup supports three types of "time lag" for model coupling. How models are connected in time is controlled by the "time lag", which is described in Section 6 in detail. compared to OASIS3, OASIS4 and ESMF. This simplicity makes Scup easy to be developed, maintained and used.
(7) Scup is portable. All the source code of Scup is written in Fortran 95 without any other external libraries (except MPI library) so that it can be easily compiled, which provides good portability of Scup.
(8) An object-oriented approach is adopted in Scup using Fortran 95 modules, derived types and pointers to easily handle data. A derived type object of Fortran 95 is considered as a object which has data and methods (i.e. subroutines to operate the data). Detailed description is given in APPENDIX.
Communication among component models
To efficiently exchange a large amount of data among component models, Fig.1 (a) . In this method (method (a)), Scup does not have its own exclusive MPI processes, but works on the processes of the component models.
There is also another method as shown in Fig there is no such problem because the communication processing is distributed over many processes. Moreover, in the method (b), since data is transferred via the coupler process, the amount of communication itself is twice as much as in the method (a). Therefore, the method (a) is more efficient than the method (b), and we have adopted the method (a) in Scup.
In the method (a), each process receives only the necessary data for the grid area of its own process. Therefore, each process receives data only from the processes that have the necessary data for its own process (e.g. solid lines in Fig. 1 (a) ), not from the processes that do not have the necessary data (e.g. dotted lines in Fig. 1 (a) ).
Scup interfaces
We designed interfaces of Scup library so that component models would only require minimum modification for coupling them, which makes it easy to introduce Scup into the component models. When designing the interfaces, we referred to OASIS3 and OASIS4 user guides (Valcke et. al. 2004b (Valcke et. al. , 2004c about the concept of coupler interfaces. objects (e.g. obj_grid_atmos_2d in Fig.2 ; See APPENDIX about the object using Fortran 95) are initialized with grid information given by arguments.
The grid information consists of the array size assigned on its own MPI process and a mapping table indicating the correspondence between local array indices in its own MPI process and global grid addresses. Inside Scup, the mapping table is used in grid transformation as described in Section 7. In step (d), "Scup put-variable" objects (e.g. obj_varp_sens in Fig.2 ) and "Scup get-variable" objects (e.g. obj_varg_tsea in Fig.2 ) are initialized, each of which belongs to one of the "Scup grid" objects. These Scup variables are used later in steps (i) and (j). In step (f), inside Scup, the communication There can be more than one entry for (B) after one entry for (A). By repeating entries (A) and (B), we can describe all the data transfer configurations. The type (C) (lag=0) can be used, for example, when boundary data is transferred once at the start of the execution, or when an atmosphere model and a physics scheme in the model, such as land scheme, are coupled every time step as shown in Fig.4(c) .
In the types (A) and (B), either time average or snapshot can be transferred. On the other hand, in the type (C), only snapshot can be transferred. The component models are usually executed in parallel on MPI processes, and the data exchange is done by multi-lateral direct communication among the models' processes as shown in Fig.1(a) . A sender process sends the requested data to the multiple receiver processes and a receiver process receives the necessary data from the multiple sender processes. A sender process should hold a mapping table relating the array of its own process to the send-buffer array. Data of the send-buffer array is distributed to multiple receiver processes. A receiver process should hold remapping tables, with which the data array of its own process is calculated from the receive-buffer array. Data of the receive-buffer array is collected from multiple sender processes (only from the sender processes that have the necessary data for remapping of its own process; See solid lines and dotted lines in Fig. 1 (a) ). The mapping table of the sender process and remapping tables of the receiver process are created in step (f) in Fig.2, based (2004) and Colella and Woodward (1984) for detail about the interpolation function.
Grid transformation
The surface pressure represents the total mass of the air column. Therefore, to make this vertical grid transformation with PRM conservative and, more generally, to make 3D data transfer between component models to be conservative, it is necessary that unapproximated prognostic surface pressures should be used and the surface pressures between component models should be the same when calculating the 3D data transfer and the vertical grid transformation. Generally, the above necessary condition is not easy to realize. For example, when an atmosphere model and a chemical model are coupled with the pattern of Fig.4(a) , the prognostic surface pressures of both the models are independently integrated in time. Hence, even if both the surface pressures are the same at t=0, both are different at t=1. Another example is that, when horizontal grids used in component models are different and hence surface heights between component models are different, surface pressures between them are also different.
In the current version of Scup, surface pressures approximately calculated from only surface heights are used for easy calculation in the vertical grid transformation with PRM. Nevertheless, this method using PRM is expected to be superior in conservation and precision to simpler linear interpolations.
Summary and future plan
We have developed a simple and flexible coupler Scup for earth system modeling. Scup has sufficient functions necessary for flexible coupling between the component models of the MRI earth system model. As described in Section 2, Scup has good features as follows.
(1) Scup is efficient by direct communication among the processes of the component models.
(2) Interfaces of the Scup library are designed so that only minimum modification of the component models would be required. (6) Scup is simple and therefore easy to developed, maintained and used.
(7) Scup is written in Fortran 95, which contributes to good portability.
(8) An object-oriented approach is adopted in Scup using Fortran 95 modules, derived types and pointers to easily handle data.
Although Scup has been developed for the MRI earth system model, its fundamental design is also applicable for other earth system models. We expect that Scup can be used for other earth system models and other kinds of model coupling such as coupling between global and regional models by some modifications or some additions of functions.
There is a plan in which we will collaborate with other institutes in developing an open-source general-purpose coupler in the future, which will be developed on the basis of the fruits of Scup and other couplers. We hope that the coupler will be superior and easy to use while keeping simplicity, and will be widely used by many component models in Japan and in the world.
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APPENDIX
Object-oriented approach using Fortran 95
We have adopted an object-oriented approach using Fortran 95 modules, derived types and pointers to easily handle data in Scup, where a derived type object of Fortran 95 is considered as an object which has data and methods (i.e. subroutines to operate the data). This object-oriented approach is usable, for example, for a database used in a coupler or a model monitor.
We use a module that contains a derived type definition and subroutines whose first argument is its derived type object. This module can be considered as a "class" in an object-oriented language such as Java.
Components of the derived type object can be considered as "object data" and the subroutines can be considered as "object method"s to handle the object data. The accessibility of the object data is made private so that only the object methods can handle the object data. This hiding of the object data avoids unexpected modification of data from outside the module and enhances safety of data. From a "class" module, an arbitrary number of objects of the same kind can be created by declaring derived type objects of the "class" module and calling a method for initializing data of the objects.
In Scup, since the objects such as "Scup grid", "Scup put-variable" and "Scup get-variable" shown in Section 4 needs to be referred from various places inside and outside the coupler, the derived type objects should be declared as pointers. For example, since "Scup put-variable" objects are referred not only from a component model at the subroutine call of Fig. 2 (j) , but also from inside Scup in the subroutines of Fig. 2 (f) , (h) and (k), pointers to "Scup put-variable" objects have to be registered inside Scup. But in Fortran there is a problem that an array whose elements are pointers cannot be declared. To be able to declare the array of the objects with pointer characteristic, we find a way that the derived type object has a pointer to a derived type object in its component and the pointer to a derived type object has data of the object in its component. By this idea, the object has the same feature as a pointer without the pointer attribute and can also be an element of an array at the same time. Here we call the object of this type "pointer-like object". The assignment (=) of the pointer-like object has the same meaning as the pointer assignment (=>). Figure 6 shows an example of the "class" module and the "pointer-like object" described above, which is simplified source code of the module for "Scup grid". "Scup grid" objects are initialized by calling the initializing method "scup_grid__new". "Scup put-variable" objects are initialized and registered with "Scup grid" objects in the subroutine "scup_grid__create_varp". The derived type "type_scup_grid" has a pointer to a derived type object "this", which makes the object "Scup grid" a pointer-like object. This pointer-like object can be an element of an array, for example:
type(type_scup_grid) :: obj_grid(20) .
The object "Scup put-variable" is also a pointer-like object. "Scup grid" has an array of "Scup put-variable", obj_varp(100), which is also an example of an array whose elements are pointer-like objects. As shown in these examples, the pointer-like object works well. Get MPI communicator for intra-model communication.
Initialize "Scup grid" objects with given grid information.
Initialize "Scup put-variable"s and "Scup get-variable"s belonging to "Scup grid". 
